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We simulate boundary plasma. turbulence using a 3D turbulence code BOUT and a 
linearized electromagnetic instability shooting code BAL. The code BOUT solves fluid 
equations for plasma. vorticity,clensity, ion temperature and pa.rallel momentum (along 
the magnetic field), electron tempera.ture, and parallel momentum. A realistic 11111-D 
X point magnetic geometry is used. The focus is on the possible local linear instability 
drivers a,ncl turbulence suppression mechzmisms from L to H mode. Compxison 
is made with data from the DIII-D toltamak where probe mexxuements provide 
turbulence statistics in the boundary plasma and transport modeling. 



1. Introduction 

Turbulence in the plasma. boundary of t0ka.ma.k is of concern clue to its importance 
to govern the ability to enter into and/or sustain enhanced modes of confinement 
in the core and transport in the scrape-off la.yer (SOL) pla.sma.. Specifically, the 
bounclary turbulence determines how E x B shear layer is generated, how transport 
ba.rrier is formed and what’s the source of the turbulence. The unstable normaI modes 
in the plasma boundary regions have a clilferent character than in the core clue to low 
temperature, steep gradients of plasma profiles, and X-point divertor geometry. 

In an effort to better understand the turbulence dynamics, we simulate the bouncl- 
ary plasma, for the DlII-D to1iama.k using the 3D global turbulence code BOIJT [I] 
and a linearized electromagnetic instability shooting code BAL [a]. Our primary fo- 
cus here is on the possible local linear instability drivers, turbulence saturation levels 
and comparioii of power spectrum with probe niea,surements. In Sec. 2, we give our 
reduced set of dyna.mics equations in our simulation, and the simula~tion model is 
described in Sec. 3. Section 4 contains a. comparison betweeu the experiment and the 
simulatiori where we discussion the importance of a.ssumptioiis in the model, and we 
give a summary in Sec. 4. 

2. Dynamic Equations 

In the boundary pla,sma, the application of fluid model is reasonable in part be- 
cause the low temperature and high collisionalitics. Further, the dominant modes in 
our simula.tions are in the long wavelength regimes, /alp, << 1, consistent with fluid 
approach. Tl ius an appropriate set of equations to describe the turbulence is given 
by a six-field model obtained by reduction of the Braginskii equations [3]: 
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Where U = cb x V,C$/B, Eli = -O,,C$- (l/c)dAll/%, VI . [b x (VE:,B + v~;)B/c] = 
-w, V;A,, = -(47r/c)j,,, VII = O;;+lkV, 1; = B/R, 0;; = b,T, K = bo.Vbo. vii,,‘q, 
and ,y[ are the classic diffusion coefficients. v,; is electron collision frequency. Except 
ion temperature equation and pa.rallel electron viscous damping, the cl&ail physics 
phenomenon in the equations has been described in Ref. [l]. The padlel electron 
viscous damping is necessary to smooth the high kll oscillations near the X-point 
region. The ion temperature equation appears to be important for the tunbulence- 
generated electric fields via. ion diamagnetic drift and possibly introduces the q-mode 
in the inner edge region. 

3. Numerical model 

In order to effkiently simula.te turbulence with short perpenclicula,r wavelength 
$1 << kl we choose field-line-aligned ballooning coordinates, x, y and z arc related 
to the usual flux coordinates $, 19, and y by the relation R: = ,$ - +a,~ = 19, z = 
v - J Q(;L:, y)dy. ‘I’he pa.rtial derivatives are: ClldJI = a/ax - (Jaq/a7/~)a/aZ, d/cl0 = 
d/&J - qi)pz,cllcly = a/a Z, and VII = (B,/hB)dl&~. Here the key ballooning 
assumption is la/&[ << 1$/a z and d/cl0 N -qi?/az. In this choice of coordinates, 1 
y, the poloidal angle, is a.lso the coordinate along the field line. The raclia-poloic1a.l 
pla,ne is given in Figure 1. The 2-D mesh is tlcrivecl from the poloidal magnetic flux 
surfaces a,s one coordinate which a.re constructed by the UEDGE/EFIT code. With 
poloiclal flux, $I, normdizecl to unity on the sepa.ra.tuix, we typically take the inner 
simulation bounclary condition to be lbC = 0.95 and the outer boundary at $I~ = 1.05. 
The bounda.ry conditions are: (1). the homogeneous Neumann bounda.ry ;I’ = :c, and 
Dirichlet bounda,ry condition n: = CC,,, sheath boundaries in y in SOL a,ncl private flux 
region and periodic in y in uedge, and periodic in z. 

The BOU1’ code solves for the pla.sma fluid equations in the 3-D toroidal segment, 
including the region somewhat inside the separatvix and extending into the SOL 
in poloiclal pla.ne. A finite difference method is used, and the resulting difference 
equations a.re solved with a fully implicit Newton-Krylov solver CVODE/F’VODE 

[4,51. 
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Fig 1 2D Plan showing the regions used in 3D simulations. 
Figure 1: 2D Plan showing the regions used in 3D simulation code BOUT. 

4. Simulation of the boundary turbulence and Comparison 
with the Experiment 

Our first application of BOUT is to study the pedestd physics, such as L-H 
transition. WC focus on the andysis of discharge 89840 of DIII-D in the boundary 
plasma. This dischasge was selected beca,use it is one of a series taken to document 
the behavior of the plasma, during a slow L- to H-mode transition. There are mid- 
plane reciproca.ting probe measurements at L- and H-mode on this clischa.rge[6]. In 
order to investigate the peclesta.1 physics, we first run edge pla,sma transport code 
UEDGE/EFIT to get magnetic geometry for this discharge at L and H mode. We then 
obtain a equilibrium plasma. profiles by using hyperbolic ta,ngent fits to experimental 
data for pIa,snia density N;o, electron temperature T,o, ion temperature &[7]. We 
find that there is little change in magnetic geometry in L and H mode. Plasma density 
N;, is steepened by a fa,ctor of 4 and electron temperature is steepened by a factor 
of 1.5 from L to H mode. Since there is no ion temperature measurement at L mode 
we assume 7';" = T,,. 

In equations (1) to (61, tl lere are ma.ny locsl instability drivers as discussed in 
Ref. [l]. Given above plasma paranlcters, two separate dominant modes are found 
by running BAL and BOUT. (I). In tl le alsence of the E x B shearing, a.n ideal 1 
MHD type mode is found in H-mode in the edge with low-n mode extends up to 
11=60, a possible candidate for coherent mode found in DIII-D H-mode [8]. The effect 
of the sliea.ring on the mode is under investigation. (2) A broa,cl ra,nge of toroic1a.l 
mode number n for the turbulence is found in higll-n peaked around 11=‘L20, both for 
L-mode and H-mode. The detail linear instability adysis and simulations will be 
given in a future publica,tion. 

We have run a. number of simula.tions using electrostatic version of BOIJT under 
L and H mode pla,sma. conditions. The qualitative ballooning mode structure a.re 
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similar to the Fig. 2b and 2c in Ref. [l]. The frequency spectra of mid-plane pa.rticle 
flux from probe meaaurement and BOUT simulations in L mode in Fig. 2 shows 
reasonable agreement; there are two scale fall off in the spectrum, l/.f scaling in low 
frequency and l/.f” scaling in high frequency separated a.rouncl 200MHz. The radial 
profiles of ensemble averaged turbulence fluxes arc shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. We find 
tha,t (1). reasonable spatially profiles of turbulence generated fluxes in order to yield a 
pedestal plasma profiles in plasma bouncla.ry; (2). reasonable reductions of turbulence 
generated fluxes in L and H phases. As is shown in Fig. 2, the turbulence generated 
fluxes (clift’usivities) are larger in flat regions (top of pedestal) aacl small in steep 
gradients region (center of pedestal). These are necessary conditions to formula.te the 
pedestal plasma profiles. The non-monotonic ra.clial curve of turbulence generated 
flux is under investigation. 

5. Summary 

We ha,ve investigated bouncla.ry plasma turbulence in L a,ncl I-I moclc using the 
BOUT turbulence code and BAL the linearized shooting code. We have found a broa,cl 
range of toroidal mode number 12 for the turbulence high-n pea,kecl a,rouncl 77, = 220, 
dominated by the combination of the bad curvature and steep radial gradients. The 
BOUT simula.tions and probe mca,surements show similar frequency spectrum for the 
mid-plane particle flux. The reduction of particle flux from L to I-I mode is also 
consistent with the results in experimental modeling [7]. 

These simulations show the fea,sibility of modeling some aspects of L to 1-I tra,n- 
sition with the turbulence code BOUT; the detail dynamics of L to II transition 
requires the evolutions of background plasma profiles. Important additional work to 
be clone is to include sources and sinks in BOUT and to evolve the plasma profile 
self-consistently or to clyna.mically couple the transport code UEDGE and BOUT. 
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Comparison of Data and BOUT L-mode simulation: 
shot 89840 2370 ms (BOUT); shots 89835, 89842 (probe) 
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Heat Diffusion Coefficent is Reduced in H-Mode 
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